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Abstract:

Scientists and engineers routinely view the world as networks of inter-related causes and effects and respond to these thought models according to logic, decision priorities etc.. However, until recently from descriptions of causality were not well defined systematically within scientific methodology. Indeed many statisticians were and apparently remain antagonistic towards the idea of causality, or at least it being amenable to more systematic mathematically rigorous analysis. This conceptual gap became evident when software engineers attempted to develop Artificial Intelligence based on an understanding of the ways people reason about how the world around them operates.

One subsequent response was that developed by Judea Pearl and colleagues, the development of a formal directional (cause > effect) algebra combined with the use symbolic/conceptual diagrams, in effect a mathematical language for describing and using cause > effect. Out of this grew from the 1980s onward a generic formal system for modelling how systems have or do behave (various forms of cause > effect logic), might behave in the future (“counterfactual” reasoning = what-if scenario exploration) and how people or machines might respond to this knowledge (“intervention” = management). This combination of reasoning together with algebra+diagrams led to programmable Directed Acyclic Graph technology, better known as Bayesian Belief Nets, a term apparently coined by Pearl. Coming from an engineer’s perspective they developed in effect a language and programming approach to describe, define and document cause and effect which could be applied to systems analysis of any kind.
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